The high-end product **I-NOVATION** from SPANTECH is optimized for your production and high bay warehouse. This hall offers side heights from 7,0 up to 13,0 m. Thanks to a low roof slope of only 2 % you don’t lose storage space especially in height. **I-NOVATION** comes with widths from 10,0 to 50,0 m and consists of a foldable, patented truss system. This ensures low costs for transport and construction. This building is offered as standard with insulated sandwich panels and an insulated thermorooft. Doors and windows can be installed individually. **I-NOVATION** can be completely disassembled and relocated like all SPANTECH products.

**Vertical framework truss for the legs**

for a height higher then 10,0m

**Wishbone - roof or inflatable roof**

**I-NOVATION** has a pre-stressed saddle roof with double curvature or inflated roof. The small roof slope provides a high inner volume. Insulating PVC liner under the roof available.

**Foldable truss:**

Advantage: Economic transport and installation

up to 50,0 m of width